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interior as an approach

designing interiors is not a question of being 
“inside” or working on a specific scale of project: 
is a way to design spaces and environments, 
adopting a specific attitude and  dedication to 
their use and meaning, transforming them into 
places (g.p.)

“
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Giotto, 
L’annuncio ad 
Anna, 1303-04

human
dimension



self
dimension

Antonello da 
Messina, San 
Girolamo, 1434



action-
place

E Sottsass, 
Arredare è
facile, arredare 
è difficile, 
Poltronova ed., 
Pistoia, 1977



E. Sottsass, 
schizzi di 
arredo, 1972

object-
furniture



C. Scarpa, Musei 
di Castelvecchio, 
Verona 1958-75

the paradigma 
of the existent



M. Chiarenza, 
installazione, 
1997

hospitality



types of interiors

the Italian  experience in 
interior design can be understood 
as a laboratory school, where 
certain basic characteristic can be 
recognised, making it one of the 
most original forum of 
experimentation of contemporary 
living. The strong personalities (now 
recognized as authentic masters) 
that have studded this evolution, 
have represented both strong 
theoretical positions and original 
poetics giving rise  to many 
different design directions, only 
apparently disjointed: art and 
technology, design and utopia, 
types and counter-types… (g.b.)
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Giò Ponti, 
Superleggera 
chair, produced
by Cassina, 1957 

from archetype …



P. Gatti, C. Paolini, 
F. Teodoro, Sacco 
Armchair, produced
by Zanotta, 1968

…to object-type



G. De Pas, D.
D’Urbino, P. Lomazzi, 
Shanghai clothes
stand, produced by
Zanotta, 1973 

archetypes



E. Mari, Sof-sof Chair
and Frate table, 
produced by Driade, 
1972 

archetypes



V. Magistretti, 
Marocca Chair, 
produced by De 
Padova, 1987 

archetypes



E.Mari, Tappeto 
Volante Bed, 
produced by Interflex
(now Flou), 1988

object-types



A. Mendini, 
Wunderkammer, 
reinterpretation of 
domestic rooms, in 
Abitare313, 1992

object-types



A. Mendini, Mobile 
infinito, produced by
Studio Alchimia, 1981

object-types



Archizoom, Mies
armchair, produced
by Poltronova, 1969

object-types



M. Umeda, Ring 
Tawaraya bed, 
produced by
Memphis, 1981

object-types



A. Mendini, Proust
armchair, produced by
Studio Alchimia, 1978 
(today Cappellini)

object-types



G. Lauda, D. Donegani, 
Passepartout, 
produced by Edra, 1998

object-types



G. Levanti, Xito
deckchair, produced by
Campeggi, 1999

object-types



Joe Colombo, 
Experimental domestic
space, presented at 
Moma, 1972

the new domestic
landscape, moma, 

1972
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A. Rosselli, 
Experimental domestic
space, presented at 
Moma, 1972

the new domestic
landscape, moma, 

1972



M. Zanuso, Experimental
domestic environment, 
presented at Moma, 1972

the new domestic
landscape, moma, 

1972



G. Pesce, 
Shuman
Apartment, 
NY,1991 

space-typology



U. Riva, 
Insinga
house, 
Milano,1989 

space-typology



C. Sivestrini, Seamlessness, 
installation at the exhibition
Exercises in style, abitare 
Italia 2000, NY, 

space-typology



Joe Colombo, Mini Kitchen
on wheels, produced by
Boffi, 1963

object-topology



B. Munari, Abitacolo, 
polyfunctional structure, 
produced by Robots, 1971

object-topology



Giò Ponti, Habitable
window, 8° Triennale 
Milano, 1947

object-topology



Archizoom associati, 
La superficie neutra, 
habitable wardrobe, 
1972

object-topology



A. Branzi, Vertical
home, 1998

object-topology



the italian style

the label made in Italy 
contains cultural references, 
that concern the wide cultural 
history of the entire country . 
To buy a product is buying into 
a whole image, visual and 
evocative, of an object 
endowed with Italian designer 
personality. By engaging the 
best industrial and cultural 
forces in a spontaneous 
operation of national image 
building, italian design has 
become an icon itself.

“

”



the italian style

the concept of home
non monumental architecture
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sensuality

domesticity
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refinement for the middle class
style available
living with art
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“
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Toni Nicolini, 
Rural house 
near Menfi, 
Sicily, 1967 

the concept 
of home



Toni Nicolini, 
View of a 
modern council
house, Torino, 
1969

non monumental
architecture



Joe Colombo, Tube 
Chair, produced by
Flexform, 1970

iconicity



E. Sottsass, Valentine
typewriter, produced
by Olivetti, 1969

iconicity



A. E P. Castiglioni, 
Mezzadro, produced
by Zanotta (since
1970), 1957

iconicity



G. Basilico, 
Contact 
project, 1979

sensuality



G. Pesce, Up 
armchair, 
produced by
B&B Italia,
1969

sensuality



M. Bellini,, Le 
Bambole Sofa, 
produced by
B&B, 1972

sensuality



R. Semprini, 
M. Cananzi, 
TatlinSofa, 
produced by
Edra, 1989

sensuality



Adverstisment for the 
moka express Bialetti, 
showing a typical
domestic settings
othe mid-’50, and the 
famous Bialetti
trademark “the little 
man with mustaches

domesticity



V. Voiello spa, pasta 
with stylized shape of 
sea shell, 1950

domesticity



C. Di Ascanio, Vespa 
98cc, produced by
Piaggio, 1946

technology



A.,  P. Castiglioni, 
RR126, Stereo 
radiophograph, 
produced by
Brionvega, 1966

house appliances
technology



M. Zanuso, R. Sapper, 
Grillo telephone, 
produced by Sit-
Siemens, 1966

house appliances
technology



M. Zanuso, R. Sapper, 
Algol television, 
produced by
Brionvega, 1964

house appliances
technology



Trasformable
armchair, produced
by Guizzardi Athos, 
1960

refinement for
the middle class



A. e P. Castiglioni,
Rampa cabinet, 
produced by Bernini, 
1965

refinement for
the middle class



A. Castiglioni, P. 
Manzù, Parentesi, 
produced by Flos, 
1970

style available to
a wider public



A. Meda, P. Rizzato, 
Titania, produced by
Luceplan, 1989

style available to
a wider public



A e P. Castiglioni, Arc
floor lamp, produced
by Flos, 1962

style available to
a wider public



Belgioioso, 
Peressutti, Rogers, 
Neptunia, produced
by Arflex, 1957

style available to
a wider public



G. Rinaldi, DU30, 
produced by Rima, 
1954

style available to
a wider public



A.Rosselli, bath unit
in reinforced
polyester, produced
by Montecatini, 1957

style available to
a wider public



Giò Ponti, Gres Tiles, 
produced by Joo
Grasite, 1960

style available to
a wider public



A. Mangiarotti, Living
room arrangement
created with CUB 8 
system, produced by
Poltronova, 1967

style available to
a wider public



E. Sottsass, detail of 
a wall in ceramic
tiling for a Milano 
house, 1955

living with art



V. Viganò, Viganò
home, view of the 
entry of the bathroom, 
Milano 1955

living with art



B. Munari, Falkland 
lamp, produced by
Danese, 1964

living with art



the italian model

in the early 50’s ingenious 
architects without jobs, 
fortuitously met enlightened 
industrial manufacturer in search 
of products. It was a couple-de-
foudre. In the back ground the 
mechanical and chemical 
industries were bubbling with 
innovation waiting to be applied. 
Together they established the 
collaborative formula, based on 
sharing technical knowledge, 
dreams and goals, that become a 
model worldwide (P.Antonelli)

“

”
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Investigation: “the 
desire of the object”, 
published in Inpiù
Novembre 1973 

responses to the 
context



Production of the 
Selene chair by V. 
Magistretti for
Artemide, 1969

craft culture into
small size industrial

settings



Preparation of the 
padded part of an
armchair produced
by Frau

craft culture into
small size industrial

settings



Sewing the leather
covering for some 
models of sofa
produced by Frau

craft culture into
small size industrial

settings



Production area 
for the Sindbad
armchair desgned
by V. magistretti
and produced by
Cassina

craft culture into
small size industrial

settings



Preparation of a 
frame for a bed
produced by
Casanova

craft culture into
small size industrial

settings



M. Zanuso, Lambda 
chair, produced by
Gavina, 1960 

humanistic vision 
of technology



P. Deganello, Regina 
Chair, produced by
Zanotta, 1991

giving materials
an identity



Cini boeri, Bobo sofa, 
produced by Arflex, 
1967

giving materials
an identity



G. Pesce, Up series of 
padded furnture, 
produced by C&B, 
1969 (currently B&B)

giving materials
an identity



G. Pesce, Up series of 
padded furnture, 
produced by C&B, 
1969 (currently B&B)

giving materials
an identity



P. Starck, La marie, 
produced by Kartell, 
1998

giving materials
an identity



R. Lovegrove, AirOne
armchair, produced
by Edra, 2000

giving materials
an identity



W. Aisslinger, Soft 
chaise longue, 
produced by Zanotta, 
2000

giving materials
an identity



P.Stark, Lazy Working 
Sofa, produced by
Cassina, 1998

foreign designers
for italian

manufacturer



M. Newson, Wooden
Chair, produced by
Cappellini, 1992

foreign designers
for italian

manufacturer



Ron Arad, Victoria 
&Albert Sofa, 
produced by
Moroso, 1999

foreign designers
for italian

manufacturer



P. Starck, Miss 
Sissi, produced
by Flos, 1991

foreign designers
for italian

manufacturer



interior design studio

to design mobile furniture 
inside immobile architecture for 
the contemporary living spaces 
(maquette 1:5, prototypes 1:1)
Interior design studio, prof. Nicola 
Flora, tutors: M. Kumba, A. 
Stortoni, S. Comertoni, School of 
architecture of Ascoli Piceno, 
PROCAM, University of Camerino, 
Italy

“

”
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to design mobile furniture 
inside immobile architecture for 
the contemporary living spaces 
(maquette 1:5, prototypes 1:1)
Interior design studio, prof. Nicola 
Flora, tutors: M. Kumba, A. 
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machines for living



G. De Pas, D.
D’Urbino, P. Lomazzi, 
Shanghai clothes
stand, produced by
Zanotta, 1973 

giving materials
an identity
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